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Abstract—Video codecs have several dozen parameters that
subtly affect the encoding rate, quality and size of the compressed
video. Codec developers, as a rule, provide standard presets
that on average yield acceptable performance for all videos, but
for a given video, certain parameters may yield more efficient
encoding. In this paper, we propose a new approach to predicting
video codec presets to increase compression efficiency. Our effort
involved collecting a new representative video-sequence dataset
from Vimeo.com. An experimental evaluation showed relative
bitrate decreases of 17.8% and 7.9%, respectively for the x264
and x265 codecs with standard options, all while maintaining
quality and speed. Comparison with other methods revealed
significantly faster automatic preset selection with a comparable
improvement in results. Finally, our proposed content-adaptive
method predicts presets that archive better performance than
codec-developer presets from MSU Codec Comparison 2020 [1].
Index Terms—video compression, multi-objective optimization,
content adaptation, content-adaptive encoding, video dataset,
x264, x265

I. I NTRODUCTION
According to the Ericsson Mobility Report 2020 [2], video
delivery will consume about 76% of global wireless bandwidth by 2025. Currently, the share of video on the Internet
is 63%. This huge fraction is due to the increasing duration
of the transmitted content and the development of new highdefinition formats. The massive amount of video data stimulates creation of video coding tools: new encoders and coding
standards are emerging, and existing compression algorithms
are becoming more complex. Modern video codecs have 50+
options, making it difficult for users to select an effective
preset to meet their requirements. Therefore, most employ
standard presets when encoding video.
The task of finding a suitable preset can be formulated as
a multicriterion-optimization problem where the input video
can strongly influence the solution. In this work, we studied
the selection of a sufficient number of presets to provide
the maximum possible compression rate using a new dataset.
We also propose a method that adaptively predicts the best
encoding preset for the input video from a predefined list. We
exclude the encoded video’s bitrate from the preset so the user
can change it when using our solution.
II. R ELATED WORK
Analyzing and improving the performance of video encoder
presets can follow several directions. In [3], the authors

propose finding the optimal values for eight H.264 options.
First, their method predicts the main options for the encoder
and decoder using linear regression; next, it uses the NSGA-II
genetic algorithm [4], to select the optimal presets. A similar
approach appears in [5], where the authors increased the
number of experimental videos and the number of video
codecs, then tested their approach on the H.265 codec. Another
representative of classical techniques is [6]; it employs a
greedy algorithm that iteratively varies one encoder option in
a given preset and tries to achieve the Pareto optimal front.
The main goal of [7] is to predict the codec’s output
characteristics on the basis of other outputs. The researchers
propose a method that runs the codec several times to train the
machine learning model, allowing it to predict the results for
other presets (such as video quality and encoding speed) and
to choose the Pareto optimal set. The authors of [8] describe
a technique that splits the database of video codec runs into
several parts and selects the Pareto optimal presets for each
part. This work also proposes an ML-based algorithm for
classifying new videos into the groups from the first stage.
Features extracted from video are important to predicting
the efficiency of codec presets. Therefore, the comparison
from [1] as well as the work in [9] and [10] use SI and
T I features to select videos for codec testing. The authors
suggest that estimating these features enables estimation of
video complexity for encoders, allowing them to create a
representative set of videos. Also, a video feature analysis
(including neural-network-based techniques) appears in [11].
Some efforts devoted to optimizing the encoding process
emphasize choosing the optimal points at which to change
resolution in the video bitrate ladder. In [10] the authors
investigate optimal strategies for estimating the switching
bitrate in such ladders. They tested their method on 2K
and 4K resolutions with the VP9 encoder. Netflix employs a
similar technique in its encoding pipeline, called the “Dynamic
Optimizer” [12]. But unlike the usual bitrate ladders, the
Dynamic Optimizer selects the optimal resolution and bitrate
for every shot in each video.
A similar problem is under investigation in [13], consisting
of two main parts. In the first part, the authors consider
10 simple video features to demonstrate that the possibility
of adaptively predicting basic image encoding parameters for
the JPEG and WebP codecs. In the second part, they apply a

TABLE I: Main characteristics of existing methods.
Paper

Codecs
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JVT264
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Number of tested

Encoder run necessary

of videos

codec options

for prediction?

1

9

Yes

Predicted values
Enc Complexity, RateDistortion,
Dec Complexity, Dec Memory

V. Popov [6]

x264

3
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S(p, V ), Q(p, V ) (SSIM-based)

M. Naccari et al. [9]

x265
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0
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C. Chen et al. [10]
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1
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S. Zvezdakov et al. [7]

x264
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6
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2
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VMAF

O. Murashko et al. [13]

x265

4

2
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SSIM, Enc Time, FileSize

R. Kazantsev et al. [8]

x264

351

6

No

S(p, V ), Q(p, V ) (SSIM-based)

Proposed

x264, x265

1145

42 (x264), 72 (x265)

No

S(p, V ), Q(p, V ) (SSIM-based)

similar method to predict video codec presets and extend it to
adaptive video compression.
A comparison of these various methods appears in Table I.
III. DATASET CREATION
To analyze video codecs, we created our own dataset by
running the codecs, as no public alternatives contain enough
videos tested on varied encoder options. In this section, we
describe our dataset and explain why we took this approach.
A. Video datasets
We wanted to create a representative dataset containing
videos that codecs must handle in real situations. Using
the selection technique from “MSU Video Codecs Comparison 2016” [14], we have over four years (2016–2019)
analyzed more than one million videos and downloaded 7,036
unique high bitrate videos from Vimeo.com. Fig. 1 shows the
bitrate distributions for our video dataset by year. We resized
and cropped the 4K videos to Full HD resolution to avoid
compression artifacts, and at shot transitions we cut all videos
to samples using an approximate length of 500 frames. Next
we randomly selected 1,060 videos from the set.
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Fig. 1: Bitrate distribution for videos downloaded from
Vimeo.com.
We also collected public datasets for codec testing; for
this paper we used media.xiph.org (Full HD, Netflix) [15],
SJTU 4K [16], JCT-VC video collection [17] and the
UVG Dataset [18]. If the video resolution was higher than
Full HD, we downsized it to Full HD.

To evaluate spatial and temporal complexity, we employ
the technique from [10]. We also visualized the complexity of
the videos collected from Vimeo.com and other public sets1 .
The distribution shows that some public datasets (like xiph.org
“Full HD” collection or JCT-VC video collection) are concentrated in areas with high spatial and temporal complexity,
although in real life codecs typically handle simpler videos.
Our final video dataset consists of 1145 videos. It contains
most popular video types: animation, computer graphics, television programs and vlogs, sports events, drone footage, and
more.
B. Encoders and presets
For our experiments, we selected two of the most popular
open-source video encoders: x264 and x265. For each one we
created a set of highly successful encoding presets. For this
task we used option-popularity statistics2 from [19] and [20],
codec-developer presets from the MSU Codec Comparison
2016-2019, and our algorithm for iteratively discovering
Pareto optimal presets. The final set consists of 686 presets
for x264 and 424 presets for x265, which were obtained by
using 42 and 72 codec options respectively.
At the Faculty of Computation Mathematics and Cybernetics of Lomonosov Moscow State University, we built a cluster
of 253 identical computers, each based on an Intel Xeon E31245v3 processor with 16GB of RAM. Owing to a lack of
SSDs, each computer had a RAM disk for storage. Using this
cluster, we ran each preset on every video in our dataset. The
test employed seven bitrates from 1 to 12 Mbps. In total we
launched the x264 encoder about 16.5 million times and the
x265 encoder about 7.1 million times.
Our measurement of objective video quality used the SSIM
metric, since it works quickly and is less susceptible to hacking
than VMAF [21]. For each preset p and video V , we calculated
1 SI/TI distribution of datasets: https://papers.evt.guru/ml-preset-predictor/
si-ti.html
2 Interactive charts with collected statistics: https://papers.evt.guru/mlpreset-predictor/options-stats.html

A. Problem definition
The main idea of content-adaptive encoding (CAE) is to
replace a reference preset pref (by which we encoded all
previous video groups) with other presets that will more
efficiently encode an input video. For simplicity, we assume
the relative encoding speed S(pref , V ) of the reference preset
pref is satisfactory. We can then formulate CAE for video V
using Eq. 1, where P is the set of all possible presets.
pbest (V ) =

argmin

Q(p, V )

(1)

p:p∈P :S(p,V )≤(1+)S(pref ,V )

We added  = 0.05, a small constant, because encoding time
always includes a little noise that is impossible to completely
filter.
To solve this problem in a reasonable time, we can replace
the ground-truth values S(p, V ) and Q(p, V ) with predicted
values Ŝ(p, V ) and Q̂(p, V ) using any video codec model.
This approach underwent testing in [7] but has two major
drawbacks. First, it requires application of the model to all
possible presets, a time-consuming task. Second, the predicted
values (Ŝ(p, V ) and Q̂(p, V )) are insufficiently accurate,
greatly reducing the effectiveness of the selected preset in
many cases. Therefore, we decided to replace the regression
problem with a classification problem.
B. Converting to classification
Our proposed method aims to solve the classification problem for each video and reference preset: the model must select
one of several presets.
We assume it is possible to improve on the reference preset
by choosing from a few predefined presets. To confirm this
hypothesis, we conducted an experiment to determine the
relationship between the size of the selected preset sample
and the maximum possible improvement (for our dataset).
Formally, this problem requires finding presets p1 , ..., pk for a
set of videos H and for each k such that:
X
argmin
min
Q(pi , V )
(2)
(p1 ,...,pk )∈P V ∈H i:S(pi ,V )≤(1+)S(pref ,V )

We tested this hypothesis on the x264 and x265 codecs
using ∆Q to estimate the improvement:
∆Q =

Q(pref , V ) − Q(pbest (V ), V )
∗ 100
Q(pref , V )

(3)

where pbest (V ) is the proposed preset for video V and
reference preset pref (from Eq. 1). We considered a subset
of all videos as sets of videos H. In practice, ∆Q is the
compression-ratio increase (in percent) relative to the standard
preset (with the same quality and encoding time).
We split our encoder dataset into two parts. The training
subset consisted of 973 videos, with the best presets p1 , ..., pk
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Fig. 2: Quality improvement versus number of presets for
the veryslow preset of x264 (a) and x265 (b). The red line
represents the maximum training set gain. Our approach
achieves 90% of the maximum gain at small numbers of
presets (k = [6, 10]). As the number of presets increases, the
gain also increases because more presets means a better fit for
all video types.

selected for each k. On the testing subset we only measured ∆Q(pi ); the size of test was 172 videos.
Fig. 2 shows the results3 . For each standard preset taken as
a reference, just a few presets are sufficient. For example, in
the case of the x265 slower preset, only 12 (of 424) presets
are necessary to yield most of the gain. Also, the results
demonstrate that these presets have not undergone retraining
with a specific training sample because they exhibit same gain
on the test subset.
Thus, content-adaptive encoding reduces to solving a classification problem. For each reference preset, we can train a
model that will take video features as input and predict the best
preset from a list of predefined presets chosen in accordance
with Eq. 2.
C. Video features
To extract features from the input video, we selected the
popular ones from other papers related to this topic. For further
experiments, we chose the following:
• Spatial and temporal complexity from [10] (SICodec ,
T ICodec );
• Spatial and temporal complexity from [9] (SI, T I);
• Temporal complexity of video T IME (motion estimation
from [23]);
• Blur values blur from [24] and blurlap from [8].
All features except SICodec and T ICodec are frame by frame,
so we calculated the average and standard deviation for each
one over the entire input video.
D. Hyperparameter selection and training details
To make a correct final comparison, we separated 53 videos
from the xiph.org and JCT-VC datasets, omitting them from
any further experiments. Our tests only involved the remaining
1,092 videos. All testing employed 5-fold cross-validation.
3 Charts for other presets: https://papers.evt.guru/ml-preset-predictor/
presets-gain-stats.html

TABLE II: Comparison of proposed method with the best possible improvement for x265 and x264 using created dataset.
x264
ultrafast

superfast

veryfast

faster

fast

medium

slow

slower

veryslow

placebo

Proposed

71.86%

14.18%

8.63%

12.65%

12.80%

11.91%

9.88%

12.69%

9.93%

10.00%

Proposed, custom loss

72.74%

14.18%

9.80%

13.05%

13.55%

12.81%

9.54%

12.88%

9.85%

9.85%

Best (in our dataset)

73.72%

19.73%

13.73%

17.58%

18.50%

16.40%

13.69%

15.99%

13.68%

13.36%

ultrafast

superfast

veryfast

faster

fast

medium

slow

slower

veryslow

placebo

x265

Proposed

11.83%

15.60%

3.75%

3.59%

2.78%

1.64%

7.86%

10.04%

8.76%

8.59%

Proposed, custom loss

12.09%

15.82%

3.82%

3.73%

4.69%

1.77%

8.60%

10.36%

9.28%

9.04%

Best (in our dataset)

14.66%

18.40%

6.49%

6.38%

6.44%

6.38%

11.67%

12.31%

11.88%

11.47%

Each model received as input a different subset of video
features described in the previous subsection. We trained the
models to predict for each input video the best preset from the
set p1 , ..., pk , which was obtained using Eq. 2 and k ranged
from 2 to 15. Our tests have covered the following classifiers:
• C-Support Vector Classification [25];
• Random forests [25];
• CatBoost Gradient Boosting [26];
• XGBoost Gradient Boosting [27].
For each standard x264 and x265 preset, we used a grid
search to select the best configuration of video features,
classifiers (and parameters), and number of predefined presets.
In most cases, configurations with XGBoost exhibited the best
results, so we used only that classifier in further experiments.
For example, the best results for the veryslow preset of x265
were for the XGBoost classifier with 100 estimators and seven
predefined presets. On the other hand, for x265 superfast the
best model requires 12 predefined presets.
E. Customizing the loss function
XGBoost uses the softmax objective function and crossentropy loss for multiclass classification. But our classification
problem is nonstandard, and the error will differ greatly when
choosing the wrong preset: it can be either insignificant (if the
selected preset works in almost the same way as the groundtruth preset) or huge (if the predicted preset is not very similar
to the ground-truth preset).
The standard cross-entropy loss is presented in Eq. 4, where
y (j) is a true class label and probji is the probability that the
model returned.
N
k
1 XX
L=
1{y (j) = i} ∗ log(probji )
N j=1 i=1

(4)

To accommodate the differences between predefined presets
p1 , ..., pk we replaced 1{y (j) = i} with yji (Eq. 5), where pref
is the reference preset, px is the preset for label x and Vj is
jth video in the datatet.


0, if Q(pref , Vj ) 6 Q(pi , Vj )
yji = 1, if y (j) = i
(5)


Q(pi , Vj )/Q(py(j) , Vj ) − 1, otherwise

F. Results
Table II compares the proposed method with the maximum
possible improvement for a given dataset. For x265 with the
faster preset, our method can reduce the file size by 3.73%.
The proposed loss function in some cases enables a further 12% reduction.
For x264, we achieved a much greater improvement relative
to the reference presets. Given the slower preset, the filesize
decrease is 12.88%. Moreover, given the placebo preset,
the encoding time decreased by 68.09% when the file size
decreased by 9.85%. We analyzed cases where our method
mistakenly chose a preset; usually, this situation occurs when
the video contains transitions between shots that differ in type
(for example, from titles to sporting events).
V. C OMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
We compared our method with analogs using the dataset
from [8] which contains 351 videos. This dataset contains the
Cartesian product of six options for x264. Table III shows
that our method exhibits comparable results and occasionally
works better than slow methods [6], [4], [7]. It also delivers
quality superior to that of the fast method [8]. For the faster
preset, however, our method failed to significantly improve the
video codec’s performance.
TABLE III: Average bitrate savings of the Pareto optimal
presets versus standard presets, along with execution time for
each method using dataset from [8] (351 video, x264).
Preset
faster
fast
medium
slow
slower
veryslow
placebo
Time

Popov
[6]
8.0%
29.0%
28.4%
34.9%
32.2%
28.3%
29.0%
2.78 h.

NSGA-II
[4]
15.9%
30.2%
29.7%
34.9%
32.2%
29.0%
28.3%
3.8 h.

Zvezdakov
[7]
11.0%
30.2%
29.8%
34.9%
32.2%
28.7%
29.4%
2.14 h.

Kazantsev
[8]
15.8%
21.3%
21.8%
27.7%
24.9%
9.7%
10.5%
735.5 s.

Proposed
3.0%
28.6%
29.8%
35.0%
32.7%
28.9%
29.5%
468.4 s.

To show the practical applicability of our proposed method,
we tested it on videos from the JCT-VC and xiph.org collections. At the beginning of this research, we separated these
videos from our test datasets and didn’t use them to train

our models. Also, we added developer presets from [1] as a
baseline. We chose only two standard presets for Table IV,
because only two developer presets appear in [1]. For each
developer preset, we selected the standard preset closest to it in
encoding speed. More detailed comparison results are available
online4 . The comparison results indicate that our proposed
method yields presets that work more efficiently than presets
chosen by codec developers. For the x265 medium preset, the
maximum improvement is small due to the peculiarities of the
dataset, since among all our 424 presets it is impossible to
achieve greater improvement.
TABLE IV: Average bitrate savings for presets obtained using
each method versus standard presets (xiph.org and JCT-VC
datasets, 49 videos, x264 and x265).

Codec developers [1]
Proposed

slow
2.97%
7.65%

x264
veryslow
0.87%
5.54%

x265
medium veryslow
0.0%
1.96%
0.75%
5.11%

VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel method of content-adaptive
video encoding. Our method is independent of the video
codec’s architecture and implementation and is applicable
to a variety of codecs and coding standards. It works with
numerous options, does not require running a video codec and
has undergone testing on more videos than previous works
have done. Our experimental comparison on videos from real
users demonstrated a 4–15% bitrate savings over the x264
and x265 standard presets while delivering similar compressed
video quality and encoding time.
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